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Itroduction
History
For more than 20 years debate haa raged
over the identification and management
of certain public lands in the State of
Utah, and whether some areas should
have been designated for wilderness study
as pant of the original inventory process
required by the 1976 Federal Land Policy
and Management Policy Act (FLPMA),

FLPMA sets forth the basic principles and
procedures the federal Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) must follow in the
management of public lands. Following its
enactment, BLM initiated a westwide
inventory of pubic: lands to determine
areas with wilderness characteristics, as
defined by the 1964 WilderneassAct

There were three stages in that process:
an initial inventory to select lands for
Further consideration, the identification of
lands with wilderness c arcteristisc, and
recommendations for Congressional desig-
nation or release based on "suitability' and
'manageabilIty', as judged by BLMA and
the Administration at the time.

Charger that the BLM impropely omaitted
qualifying areas in the original inventory
led to proterts and appeals, hearings
before Congress, legilative proposals to
protect the disputed areas, and the most
intractable controversy over any resource
inventory since the passage of FLPMA.

During this time, Utah wilderness became
the subject of national debate, with
members of both parties attempting to
pass legislation to resolve the issume
Despite many years and numerous efforts,
none have yet succeeded. in a Juuae 1996
letter to Representative James Hansens of
Utah, Chairman of the Public Lands
Subcommittee of the House Resources
Committee, Interior Secretary Bruce
Babbitt observed that "an important reason
for this stalemate is that the various;
interests involved atre so far apart on the
th:reshold. furndamenetal emsue of bow, much
BLM land has wilderness charactermiatc an
the state".

Accordingly, the Secretary directed that a
six-moods administrative field review of
the lands in questioni be conducted to ass
conditions on she ground two decade after
the first inventories began. In the same
letter to Representative Hansen. the
Secretary reported that the team under-
taking the review was "exlicitly inistructed
to apply the same legal criteria that were
used in the original inventory, and to
consider each area on its own merits sole-
ly to determine whether it baa wilderness
characteristics. The team will have no
particular acreage target to meet; the
chips will fall where they may'

The inventory term began gathering
information in July 1996, and field work
was initiated in Septembher 1996. In
October 1996, the State of Utah, the
Utah State Institutional Trust Lands
AdminuIstration, and the Utah Association,
of Counties filed suit in federal district
court in Utah, challenging the Secretar-y's
authority to conduct the re-invenitory. In
November 1996, the federal district court
issued a temporary remtrinning order harring
further work on the inventory. The United
States complied with the injunction but
appealed the decision to the Tenth Circuit
Court of Appeals. In March 1998, the
Tenth Circuit reversed the distric cour
on all counts relating to the inventory.

In deciding the case the Court referred to
the "plain language" of Section 201 of
PLPMA, which says:

"The Sremary shazl poepaare and matis-
wrts ans a wxt ssivtaig bwsi wt isnman" of

ag psbibc Losds and 41utr ramuwor and
other valser (ipfana bida1 fisuot hsd is
ou"Wro recreanses and scmucsakeluarj,
gimesgpriorly as erees aftticgist nawmoa
"wwwal WWVaL Thus ususoey skil be
kept cssrnt so r as as roleer Asiaaw in
cmsui*ws and us idemar* mme mid esr
isg ?uowosar aind other talwast The prepa-
ratma masd mam osrsmce ofsu nath ituwrny
or the U":Izncriwi aDsud wrsir 511g

-o, ofitse.f thmr oprewia chng of
dise mwia~nwwn or us qf pssb&k lsdL'

On Psine 19,1998, the injucisontc was lift-
ed and the invesntory teams was asked to
rewasemble, finish the field work and write
the followinig report

Secretarial Dfirection
As Secretary Babbitt wrote to the Senate
Appropriations Committee in 1996, Trhis
is a narrowly focussed exercise directed at
a unaquse problems the extraordinary 20..
year-old Utah wildemness inventorty cons-
troverw~"Tbe Secretary's instructions to
the BLM were to focuas on the conditions
on the disputed pround today, and to
obtain the mma professional, objective,
and accurate report Possible so we can
put the inventory questions to rest and
move on.'He asked the ELM to assemnble
a team of expserienced, career professonals
and directed them to apply the same lepIl
criteri used in the earlier invenitory and
the same denitirton of wildemnin contained
in the 1964 Wilderness Act,

The Secretary asked the team to review
the writte pubhlic record on the sabject
of Utah wilderniess, including informaution
and matersala generated by both the sumt
and federal government during the past
20 years. The itts was then to undertake
a comprehiensive "ru -truthmeg field
re, using proposed legislaion before

Congress (H I1500 and HR 174S) t
identify the areas for examination.
Conditions on the ground would determune
whether the boundary lines of the inven-
tory unit exactly followed those specified
in the proposed legislation, or were
adjusted based on the presence or
absence of wilderness characteristics

Prom the outset, the Secretary gave
clear instruction that the process would
be strictly limited to the administrative
idesntification of lands with wilderness
characteristics based on established legal
definitions. T7he team would not make
recommendations; regarding legislative
designations of wilderness areas or the
creation of new wilderness study areas.
Because FLPMA provides that only
Congress tan abolish existinig wildens
study areas created as a result of the initial
inventory nearly two decades ago, the
team was also instructed not to review
lands withi wi~lderness; study areas.

No public hearings or meeoings were held
during this phase. The E LM was directed
to complete the administrative document
and field review and to report the results
to the Secsetary. Secretary Babbitt said
that after the report was made publkc he
would coonsder initiating a Legislative
Enviroinmental Impact Statement and/or
a FLPMA Section 202 planning process
that could lead to recommendations to
Congress or to changer in the status of
certain lands studied during the inventory
process.

If those steps are takens, the Secretary
promised the opportunity for public input
in any resultinig proces Until then, the BLM
was explicitly instructed not to change
the management of any lands within the
inventory areas based on the results of
this survey. The Court of Appeals noted
this dlear direction when it ruled that the
BLM could proceed with an internal staff
inventory prior to any public bearings
held as part of a section 202 planning
process.

Inventory Team
In keeping with the Secretary's deterin-
nation that the inventory be a professional
exercise with no preordained outcome
about its findings the ELM assembled a
team of career professionals to conduct
the review. Bob Abbey (Colorado
Associate State Director at that tinme) was
asked by the Director of the BLM to bead
the inventory effirt.

At the request of the state BL.M office in
Utah, the team leader sought to draw on
expertise throughout the Bureau, with
approximately half of the team staffed
with Utah BLM personnel and the other
half with BLM team from other sutats
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The mix of Utah and non-Utah personnel
Was designed to minimize the impact of
the review project on ongoing workloads
in local BLM offices while providing a
fresh, objective examunation of the areas
whose wilderness characteristics were in
question.

The exercise brought together a combina-
tion of BLM's most experienced wilderness
professionals (many from outside Utah)
with those having extensive field experi-
ence in Utah (primarily from existing
Utah BLM staff). Many of the team mem-
bers had participated in the earlier Utah
inventory and/or in earlier wildemess
inventories in other states, All told, the
inventory team had many decades of
experience in wilderness issues throughout
the West. Team members and contributors
to this report are listed in the Appendix
(see pages A2 and A3).

While a number of BLM personnel
worked on the project between 1996 and
1998, team did task-specific work, such as
historical document review, aerial photog.
raphy analysis, field study, review of find-
ings, and writing, editing, and publishing of
the report All team members served on a
par-time basis, as needed; the inventory
exercise had no fulltime staff

The team ceased all work when the
district court issued the injunction in
November 1996. Inlune 1998, when the
court injunction against proceeding with
the inventory was lifted, the Director
appointed Larry Hamilton, State BLM
Director in Montana, to oversee the
resumption and conclusion of the report
to the Secretary He and Bob Abbey, who
had since become State BLM Director in
Nevada, worked closely together to assure
a seamless transition and assure that both
State Directors had confidence in the
inventory team and the report

Methodology
The Wilderness Act defines wildernes as
an area of undeveloped Federal land
retaning its primeeval character and insu-
encet without permanent improvemients
or human habitation, which is protected
and managed so as to preserve its natural
conditions and which:

(1)generlly appears to have been affected
primarily by the forces of nstire, with
the imprint of man's work substantially
unnoticeable;

(2) has outstanding opportunities for sol-
bide or a primitive and unconfined
type of recreation;

(3) ha at least five thousand acres of land
or is of sufficient size as to make prac-
ticable its preservation and use in an
unimpazed condition; and

(4) may also contain ecological geologa,
or other features of scientific, educa-
tional, scenic, or historical value.

These criteria, commonly referred to as
naturalness outstanding opportunities
sze and supplemental values directed
ths inventory as well as all previous BLM
wilderness inventories A more detailed
description of thee criteria is included in
the Appendix (see page Al)-

The BLM reviewed the 1978 wilderness
inventory handbook and the three orgaic
act directivea that guided the earlier
inventory, and combined them into a
single guidance document Because the
purpoeof thi reinventory was limited
simply to documentirg on-the-ground
conditioos regarding the presence or
absence of wilderness characteristics, it

was possible to eliminate several steps
from the previous process

For example, the earlier handbook induded
many planning steps, such as the public
review and comment needed to amend
land use plans Because the reinventory did
riot determine whether any area should be
recommended to Congress for wilderness
designation, made into a wilderness study
area, or subject to any other management
regime, no procedures for these steps
were needed and none were included.

Two other modifications to the earlier
guidance were made one of which tended
to increase, and the other to decrease, the
acreage inventoried. First, in the earlier
inventory, boundaries were drawn to
avoid state lands, which had the effect in
some cases of eliminating intermingled
public lands from wilderness inventory.
Boundaries in the reinventory were not
drawn to avoid state lands. This was done
for several reasons, including the fact that
recent Utah wilderness bills introduced by
both parties have included state lands, and
that the State of Utah has expressed its
interest in exchanging any state lands
included within designated wilderness The
decision to include, rather than avoid, state
lands within the boundaries of inventory
units had the effect of adding public land
areas and acreage to the inventory units

Second, the earlier inventory guidance
allowed lands with a substantially notice-
able human imprint to be identified as
having wilderness characteristis where
these imprints could be reduced either by
natural processes or by hand labor to a
level judged to be substantially unnotice-
able In this just-completed inventory,
however, areas determined to have
substantially noticeable human insprints
were categorized as lacking wilderness
characteristics, regardless of the potential

Crook Carrion Glan Cqoo Aa_ - to ad
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for reducing that imprint in rtse futrure
This had the effect of removing areas and
acreage from consideration. For example,
where impacts might be rehabilitated but
did not appear natural in their cunesit
Condition, the area with the impacts was
excluded from the boundary of the inven-
tory Unit.

Beyond the comprehensive historical
document review, the specific steps taken
to conduct the inventory included the
followuing

The boundaries of the areas proposed
for wildemness designation in legislation
before Congress (H.R. 1500 and H.R.
1745) and the BLM WSA boundaries
were first transferred to aerial pho-
tognipbs.

*Trained aerial photography interpreters
reviewed each photograph and marked
them to identify any end all potential
surface disturbances.

*Potential surface-disturbance informas-
tion was transferred from the aesial
photographs to large-scale (7.5-minute)
orthophoto and topographic maps.

* The aerial photographs and irthophoto
and topographic maps generated in the
first three steps were gathered into
individual inventory case files and given
to an inventory team.

* Available information on each inventory
unit was gathered and reviewed.

* Each inventory unit was visited arid
surveyed on the ground. Field checks
were made using helicopter flights, driving
boundary roads and ways within the
units, and hiking to remote locations. AlU
surface L'tuirbances were examined.
The inventory ream was equipped with
Global Positioning System (GPS) units,
which use satellite technology to deter-
mine precise locations on the ground.
The GPS equipment, in concert with
current maps and aerial photographs,
allowed the team to quickly and accu-
rately document the location of all Sur-
face disturbances, roads and was, and
photo points.

T'he presnce of rooasorways anocated
with each inventory unit wus docianented
on field maps, road/way analysis forns,
and photographa. This documnentation
wa placed in each cue file

*The project leader reviewed Wilderne.
Inventory Evaluations and made a fina
decison on findings.

Presentation of
Findings
Inv-ntr Products. This inventory pro-

duced two specific products: (I) this
1999 Utah Wilderness Inventory Report
to the Secretary, and (2) a Peimanent
Documentation File for each inventory
unit.

1. This Report to the Secretary contains
overall results of the wilderness iven-
tory and summaries of the data gathered
for each inventory unit, including:

Iv'~yUnk Acre-Acreage totals for
the area inventoried, acreage found to
Possess wilderness characteristics, and
acreage found to lac& wildemess
chmrctearistcs. When an are Contiguous
to the inventory unif has wilderness
characteristics (either an existing fiLM
Wild-eme Study Area, other agency
designated wilderness, or an are admin-k
istratively endorsed for wildernein by
another agency), this is noted on the
acreag table.

Usk Dds-Vlpeie.-A summarry of the
invntoy unit, including urn genseral
loaion, major features, general topo-
raPhY and vegettion, and cusrent and
past usen

%Vdarsur Chmv.*i-A general
summary of the wildexness valuses found
as defned by the wilderwas Act of 1964:
atze, naturalness, solitude ot a prinsitiwe
and unconfined type offeearemon, sad
asapplaneental vahae

Isvamn,y Uh* Map-A map showing
the inventoried area(s). Wilderseas
Study Area that are contiguous of
within the general ame are identified
and shown, msare lands managed by
othe agecies. Areas with or without
wildemeal characteristics within the
inventorY units are also shown.

Maps in this document represent inven-
tory unit and WSA boundaries to the
degree of accuracy available at a snall
scale. For detailed information. official
maps at a larger scale are filed in each
Permnanent Documentation File

2. The Permanent Documentation
File is a case file estabilished for each
inventory unit. These case files con-
tain the information gathered in the
inventory, including a 7-30 page
Wilderness Inventory Evaluation,
road/way forms, various topographic
maps, photographs and photo logs,
aerial photographs and miscellaneous
information.

Organization of this Report. This report
groups inventory units into seven geo-
graphic regions

I. Northwest Region: includes the
northemn portion of Utah's West
Desert.

2. West Central Region: includes the
southern portion of Utah's West
Desert

3. Southwest Region: includes the
vicinities of Zion National Park.
Cedar City, and St. George.

4. South Centsal Region: includes the
Grand StaircaiseEscalante National
Monument and areas west of Capitol
Reef National Parkt.

5. East Central Region: includes the San
Rafael Swell and Henry Mountains
area

6. Southeast Region: includes the
Canyssnlands counstry.

7. Northeast Region: includes the Book
Cliffi and Dinosaur National
Monument areas.

The general location and extent of these
regions in relation to the entire State of
Utah are shown on the accompanying
Regional Groups map. Idvdual inven-
tory units within each region are listed
in the Table of Contents and ame also
grouped within the document by regaions

* The presfnce or absence of other surface
diseswbances wa documented on field
maps and photographsed. This documen-
tation Wus placed in the cms fie

* Each case file was reviewed by the field
teamn, the leans leader, and in some cases
the project leader, and a preliminary
finding of the presence and/or absence
of wilderness characteristics was made

* A draft Wilderness inventory Evaluation
was written for each Inventory unit and
the Permanent Documentation File was
completed.

PSAJ5-Varw safthlivntyuntl~a. bixegr totSertr~n d r~th bs
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Acreage Summaty Table
INVENTORY
UNrT

Arch and Mule Canyons
8eaver Creek
Beaver Dam Wash
Behind me Rocrs
BIg Holkiw
Black Ridge
Box Canyon
Bridger Jack Me
Bull Canyon
Bull Mountain
Bullfrog Croek
Burning Fills
Butler Wash
Canaan Mountain
Caress Canyon
Cave Point
Cedar !uuntan
Cedar IWuntains
Centra Wait Wah Mountawns
Cheebox Canyon
COel Canyon
Cold Spring Mountain
Cot mesa
Cont Ridge
Conger Mountain
Cougar Caryon
Coyote Creak
CrIpple Cowboy
Cnsa Canyon
Daniels Canyon
Dark Canyon
Deep Creek
Deep Cree Mour
Desolation Canyon
Dewv Canyon
Diamond Breaks
Dity D4I-Frwrtrh Spi
Dogwater Creek
Dugway Moturman
East of Bryce
Fidder ha
Fifyoih Betch

Fish and OM Creeks
Feih Spirip
Flsher Towers
Fby Canyn
Flurnm Canyon
Fot Kntcker Cayo
Fremrnt Gorge
Godbr
Goose Creek

Grand Gulh
Gran Creek
Granite Peak
Grei uSW Lan C h_
HarmnT Fig
Hara Poke -
Hatch Wash
Hcnm Com"
Home Mountn
Hom Spht _
Hosehoe Canyon South
Hoem Pea
Hunter Canyon
Hurrimane Weas
Indian Creek
Jck Canyon
Jones Benrh
Joeuaa Tre
lang T7p
Ltar Canyon
Larnpend
Urne C OS
Little Egypt
Little GSm Creek
Utn. Rockies

TOTAL ACRES
INVENTORIED

FEDERAL STATE
13.600 1t260
32,600 2.300
232.200 2,500
7.800 1,000
4,300 o

22,200 1,700
3,100 0

27,300 3,360
2.500 300
3s9o 1,400

36.000 SOO
8.690 3.9s0
3.0DO 1,820
5.340 1,300

2a.so e&s20
5.900 0

1s.300 2.210
16,340 0
s2.500 6,700
16.080 3,050
13,860 5,290
12.200 3.ss
25,400 900
16,400 1,000
I.n10 1.800

200 0
9.600 840

13,700 1.500
t100 480
3,100 am

67.400 5,400
3.780 80

25,400 11,320
188.020 28.900
1ac2o 1.940

4,=30 700
115ts0 2&.400

3.800 0

a 0
222= 3.510

12,500 300
31.510 4,970
28.480 S,800
ecso 2.91110

17,400 2.100
12.310 6"a1
4.800 3.270

12.80 Soo
18,400 1.900
13.100. 2t000

20 0

48,570 9,310
68200 SW0

15.900 2,600
37,100 5,100
10.200 am
6%,20 9.000
24,100 3.500
20210 znc
25.840 2.200
31,400 3 5
20.700 5,500

1.3c0 20O
4,e30 1.260
8.000 1.100

20,850 3.810G
3as01 3n0
2.600 S51

13.000 1a(00
1,400 2,520

117,90so 12.0010
3.500 0

2an000 &90n
19.970 2,500
1.960 0

24,200 7,t0t0

FEDERAL
0

26.000
23,000
3.400

0
20.100
3.000

23,500
2,470
3.800

29.900
8.690
2.000
3,00D

27.400
5,900

15,100
15,540
52.1 00
13.600
12,480
9.500

25.400
14,000
1.s00

200
0

13,700
1.400
3.100

86.400
3.700

22A00
182,320

4,500
94.400
3,500

23.300
800

18.720
12,500
27.410
26,410
6.900

17,000
12.310
4.300

12AO8
14.600
e soo

0
4,8100

47,800
5,400

15,900
37,100
10.100
la=o0
12,000
20200
11.1e0
26.300
19,800
1,300
4,600
8,0010

19.000
3.300
2.800
9=500
1,400

84.300
3,500

nfl
19,900

0
24,200

STATE
0

1.500
Z200

500
01,700

0
200

1.400
3,100
3.9s0
1.780
1,300
&440

0
22DO

08e300
2.800
4,770
3.100
2.900

800

0
a

400

800
5.400.

80
11,320

28.900
1,140

70018.700
0

2.e00

03.180
3W0

4,470
5200
2.9610
2,100

6e270
2.770

goo
1,400

0Boo

eoo

5400

&,400

Soo

500

11,700
2500
2200
t 300

5,300
200

2,100

2.840
380
SWO

900
2120
8.000

0
3JOO
2500

0
73.80

ACRES WITH WILDERNESS
CHARACTERISTICS

ACRES WITHOUT WILDERNESS
CHARACTERISTICS

FEDERAL STATE
13,600 1,260
6.600 800

200 300
4.400 500
4,300 0
2,100 0

100 0
3,800 480

30 0
100 0

,10D t000
0 0

1,000 40
2,340 0

660 480
0 0

200 10
aw0 0
400 400

2.480 250
1,370 520
2,700 800

0 0
2,400 200

0 0
0 0

seoo 640
o 0

700 90
o . 0

1,000 0
s0 0

2,6D0 0
5.700 0
4.820 800

0 0
21.100 4.700

300 0
200 90

0 0
5.500 400

o o
4,100 500
2,070 60O

0 0
400 0

0 40
500 sw

0 0
3.600 Soo
8.8o 400

20 0
4,100 300
1.770 1.820

Boo 0
1,000 200

0 0
100 100

45,200 7,300
1t100 1.400

10 0
14,740 900
3.100 0

900 200
30 0
30 60
0 0

1.850 1.170
2X 0

0 10
3,500 t1o00

0 400
33.000 4,000

0 0
20O 100
70 0

1=300 0
0 a

xiv
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(continued)
INVENTORY
UNIT

Long Canyon
Lost Spring Canyon
Mnc Mes
Mary Jane Canyon
Msen Mounain
Mill Creek Canyon
Moonshine Draw
Moqunth Mountain
Mount Eleln8ue Hls
Mount Nilers
Mtunt Perne
Mud Spring Canyon
Muddy Crak-Crck Canyon
Mussentuchit Badlands
Negro Bill Canyon
Newfoundland Mountahs
Niple Bench
Nokai Dome
Nod E-Sin Canyons
Nonh Stansbury Mountins
North Wh Wah Mountrns
Noth Peak
Notm Bench
Oquirrh Mountains
Ord Can
Paria-Haciertry
Pamnurw Canyon
Phigps-Death Hollow
Pilot Range
Ragged Mountlin
Red Doeet
Red Mountain
Road Canyon
Rockwell
San Juan RFr
San Rafa Rea

Shafer Canyon
Shzp Canyon
Sicis Mouruin
SIlhr sland tuP
Sprnng Creek Canyon

Squaw & Paoose Canyons
Squawcar-
Stnep Crook

Sdhs Peaks
Sunst Arch
Swey mofiunain
The 3lues
The Codbmlt
The Narrows
The Wan
Turtle Canyon
Up Kar Crek

Uwer muacy Creek

wnn

Wem Creek

Wa % Roaf Fong

WIld Mui
' L S- -.

TOTALACRES
INVENTORIED

FEDERAL STATE
16500 1.250
1 2920 Zo0o
73.900 9.300
25,400 3,000
4*400 2e.400
6.710 5.080
3.100 100

12,150 Z360
65.400 11,40
1.290 z2.O

72360 1i2.2
18,00 3,a6e0

207200 32.S6
25.100 2.600
13,900 Z,40
23,000 3.000
2esODO 3,810
93.500 7.900
20,920 -,310

9.100 1,240
19.310 4.600
1,870 z2,8
9.000 15soo
8,300 0
4230 1100

41.180 9,250
9,000 3,090
1.730 3,040

45500 5.700
27,400 3,e00
39.200 3.700

970 1,100
11980 5.460
10.320 Z.40
14,700 am0
61.400 12.380
9,770 4,40
31100 300
4.700 640

39,350 7,910
30.600 4t700

10 1,440
2,320 2640
3.750 1,240

12I,0 1,900
11.500 0
2zno tco
6,700 s0o

14,150 s.
750 900

1.00 9Om
20.800 1,100

40 0
4 seo0 3.as0

4t,400 5.910
19200 Z700
34.20 10,S30
21,000 2,700
IS= 340
9,100 1,000

135C0 Z300
2,000 800

64.0 ,900
530 400

3.107.0 52 1110

FEDERAL ACRES
INVENTORIED

*3107.070

ACRES WITH WILDERNESS
CHARACTERISTICS

ACRES WITHOLUT WILDERNESS

.

FEDERAL
16,O0
11.770
ezeoo

25,000
3e700

2.910
2,700

10.950
32A00

1,292

18,600

23.900
2.00

23.000
25200
93.300
19,700

13.010
11.680

8.300
2.030

25.780
5,500
1.650

34,400
2.5.900
31.80

970
11.850
7,120

14300
37.600

9,570
1.900
4,700

23300=

0

3.680

6,100
2e300

4.800
13.800a

750
soo

20,400

4.860
42.100
15.100
3412e0
21.000
2.220

0
13,50

0

4,800

500
SW6,0

21608i

STATE
1.250
1,900
9.000
3,000

10200
1,310

0
Z090
7,W40
Z590

10.800
3,68

30D-00
2.600

900
o000

3.600
7.900
e.300
1,240
4.200

1,500
0

900
7.630
2,290
3.040
3.100
3,400
3300
1,100
£.150
1t340

50
7.980
4.840

0
640

4530
4,700
1,440
2,40
1,240
,900

0
Z100
eoo

£520
900
900

1,100
0

3m0
6000
2200

10320
Z700

340
0

Z300
200

54400
400

442.910

CHARACTERISTICS

FEDERAL STATE
o 0

1,150 100
11.300 300

400 0
11,700 e200
3.800 3.770
1.100 100
1.200 270

32.800 4.100
0 10

10.480 1.680
0 0

22.700 2.060
1.200 0

11,400 1.140
o 0

200 10
0 0

1.220 10
2,300 0
6,300 400

210 100
3.500 0

0 0
Z200 200

1S,400 1.620
3.500 800

80 0
11,100 z600
1,500 200
7.400 400

0 0
2.110 300
3.200 1.300

500 100
23.800 4.400

200 0
1.200 300

0 0
16,050 Z400

0 0
10 0

0 0
70 0
0 0

3400 0
2200 400
1,900 300

360 300
0 0

1.100 0
200 0

0 0
0 0

300 1 0
1.100 500

600 210
0 0

770 0
9,100 1,000

0 0
2.000 eoo

1la300 2500
30 0

500.0 86,350

FEDERAL ACRES
WnIHOUT WILDERNESS

CHARACTERISTICS

500.010

INVENTORY
UNIT

TOTALS

FEDERAL ACRES
WITH WILDERNESS
CHARACTERISTICS

2.0M990

xv


